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A Method ot Stastistical Mechanical Treatment··
. of

Equilibrium and Chemical Re,action.
(Abstract)
By Juro Horiuti
A method is proposed

fOl:'

treatIng equilibrium and chemical reaction by means of

it

set o'

four conjngate functions in extention of an earlier method applied ,to the hydrogen electrode
process. (1)

The basic assumption for the method is that the behavior of a certain macros-

copic assembly is described in terms of an appropriate quantum canonical ensemble.
as.sembly is called at statistical e.quilibrium.

Such

These functions are,
.

.

ea(O)

no~(O)

=

(1)

DO

·0

where no's are the partition fUl).ctions of interested macroscopic assembly, whose sets of
eigen .values and hence, th~ir partition functions a~e defined "by respective sets of parameters.
The parameters expressed in terms of macroscopic quantities, such as volume of external
field strength are called here external parameters and those of microscopic ones defining a
certain microscopic state of
constraints on

intei~nal

a the

0 0 is no~ the assembly without any

internal parameters.

0 0° is that derived from 0 0 by admitting a microscopic

parameters.

system 5 with external parameters fixed but internal ones unconstrained

0,,(0)

that by im-

posing upon 0 0 the, microscopic constraint that a, .a certain quantum st!tte of a microscopic
cavity to hold 5, is vacant with ce~tainty and
. raint that a is occupied by 5.
that ais occupied by 5

01'

ea(o) 01' ea(O)

000(0)'

that by imposing upon

° the

0 0

const-

has thus the physical meaning of probab:Iity

vacant.

Theorems are derived from. the definitions as follows .

(I)

. e (;.

qOa=~p6 and consequently
.:v,,(o)

e

where

lYo:::Lim-la(lo)
lal

mogeneous assembly
of 5.

Qil

~o

q

Qo
po= No
I

(2·a)(2·b)

and lal the size of ~ microscopic cavity.
.

For ho-

is ,constant all over its extention and N8 is thereby the concentration

For a .perfe,?t gas assembly Qo is the ordinary pm·tition function of a :;;ingle molecule

movin:g iIi'" a lmit volume and a function only of temperature.
(1) Okamoto: Horiuti & Hirota; Sc. Pap. lust. Phys. Chem. ReS. Tokio, 39 ..(1933), 223.
-
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(II)

If a group of systems

c'V=>'j;A i3 Aa in the assembly is .allowed under the pl'oscribo.
<f

ed constrairlts qn the parameters to 'asst.lme other state of aggeregation

a=
B

2Jj)BrfiB b

etc.,.

Q

we have,

(3-a)

where.

(3-b)
.

-

'such a relation ~lre called in eqUilibrium with each other,
(III)

-kTloglis, the work reqnired to carry out the operation associated with

,t, wl}ich

represents the four junctions, keeping the whole assembly at-statisticalequilibl'ium throughout:
-k1'logr is thus the work required'to bl'ing np
log qll" that -into preliminaly ev~eimted
cle~r up

Or fin up, 17 with

(J

of

a_res,Pecti'vely.

- - po:

C,,(O)

a from its

standard state into, CQ, -leT

and -k1'log19,,(o) or -kl'log 19,,(0) that to

-:- RT log

r

in particular is denoted as that,

-RTIog pa

and is e.alled the chemical potential 'of

- (4}

a.-

- kT log). =Lh,F

(IV)

(5)

where Lh.F lsthe increment of ]' called the fre~renergy and defined by,

E'= -kTlog o.C

(6)

duo to - the opel:ation associated with )..The C in Eq. (6) rep~esents C, Co (0) and CoW.
Increment of Pis in generai eqllalsthework required to pr6duce the corresponding change in parameters keeping the whole assembly at statistiC<'t1 'equiI1bl'il1l11.

'k'J'2

(V)

aaT
log A =

U

A

(7)

£.J).

where thll partial differentiation and the increment are referred to the fixed external p'tl"!!t!net~
\

'

. ers and U the statistical average of eigenvalues c~lledthe internal energy hereafte::" By Eq.
(5) and (7) we hav.e,
L'h.F- T f)LJj.F
(IT

(VI)

LJ").U

(3)

-kTlog). is altel'l1ittively expressed "in the fornI,
-kTlog A== (LJ"Z)..,

(9)

where
(10)

&k1'jogOO

a",'s are the extol'nRI parameters and JIda

r

§aa'

.

average force exerted. by C to increase aa"
red to constant II~a's.

'
which proved to be the statistical

The partialdiffh'entiationwith suffix II is re1e1'-

II~ is called hereafter the •fOl"OO conjugated _with a ...
-
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(VII)

(11)

where
f}F
Defining entropy by S=- f}T ' we have

S=-

~:

=-( ~~, ),/

Ll/-F=Ll/-Z=Ll/-U -TLl"S= (Ll/-X)"-T(Ll/-S),,

(VIII)

(12)

In the special case when A=p8 and the ,volume is only external parameter, we

have,
(13)
(14)

and

(15V), (15)
. (16)

where P is the presSure or the fprce conjngated with volume, NA Avogadro's number and
Qov.;=NA(LlpQ)v

or

QOp=NA(LlpQ)p

is the 'partial molal (IUantity.

Application to Equilibrium
.

~

(15 Mean population

01'

the distribution function f8 of the. quantum state

(f.

of the indivi-

dual constituent system of the assembly is expressed as that,
19.",(0) +2 X19.,,(20) •••. +))19"8('18)"
(9.,,(0)+ (9.,,(0) +(908(28)" •• + (9.,,('10)" ..

f.= Oxl9.,s(n) +1 x
where

Ii

is the number of (j's simultaneously occupying

(f.

and

••
.

(9"8('15)

...,
the corresponding pro- _

bability.
e,

It is further derived that

eigenvalue of

(f.

state.

(9"('0)/(9.,(0) = {(9"8(/i)j(9"8(O)}V,

and that q0.,=e- kT where e,is the

Allowing for any nUI)1bel' of(j to occupy

(f

in accord!tnce with the

symruetric wave function of the assembly we have by Eq. (2}t) , (4) and above three ones,
,"o-fl. 0

f,=(e---W- -1)-1

.,

or the f8 for the Bose-Einstein statistics .. Putting
on theI) other hand
•
• o-fl. o

(9.,8('10)

=0 for ))>2 in accordance with antisymmetric wave function we have f.= (e ---,;;y- + 1)-1

or that of li'ermi-Dir&c statistics.
(2)

The equilibrium "constant KN for the homogeneous assembly is obtained from Eqs.

(3) and (2b) :til th,'tti

A
KN=:ll:NoBb )vBb /ll(No " )vA"=H(Q,i:)VBb/(Q8Aa)vAa
-
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(3)

Simpie adsorption isotherm for a pure gas is obtained from Eqs. (2a)identifiing (1

to the cite of aa,sorption, hence (9,,{/i) to degr~e 0 of adsorption,

~o

of the gas' according to Eqs.

t2b)a~d

(9,,(0)

1~tJ= g~~

(3b) , as that

to 1-0 and po to

No.

In the case of'

no interaction between adsorbed systems go" is constant according to (III) indeRendent of O.
Langmuir's adsorption isotherm thus' being obtained.
(4)~

The result of

3) is immediately extended to the c!J,se of gas mixture with due re-

gard to, the relation, :8(9"(00) + (9,,(0) = 1, whe~'0 g signifies' individLlal compon~nt gas.
a

(5)

Allowing for the interaction between systems adsorbed on .a net plane of cites the

adsorption isotherm for a pnre gas is dei'ived as

foll~ws.

We denote by nC}J(O) the part.ition

fml,Gti~n of the assen~bIY: consisti~g of the adsorbent and the gas which has such a group of
cities :8 Unoccupied, as consisting
as the force between

a there

~a

particular cite (1, ,and so many SUl'l'o:unding cites O't's

a is

and that on

signifi(~ant.

The O't's may bedevided into

several, symmetry-groups: 1····· ·s, relevant resp.ectively to differe~t symmetry operations
for cites around the center of the:8.

If we transfer an abilorbed system '(j from outside

2J

p:

,
go
to a cite inside the latter, the partition functiou of the assembly becomes ncIl(O)
,w!;tere
gOa= gOa,07)., gOa,o the particular

Boltzmannf~tctor

e--leT

ed outside :8. (Of. III).

valt~e

of go" in the absence of the lnteraction and 'I}. the

of the additional work
The gOa of

a brought

aJ.

due to~ the interaction, with aa's situat-

further into

~ of the additional work due to the interaction between the

2J

has another Boltzmann fa:ctor

a and the

preoccupfint.

Const-

ructing thus the pfirtition function of the assembly for every possible mode of occupfition of
:8 and summing thelli up together we have nco find picking up those terms consistent with
the constraint

0'0'(0),

(10 (a) or O'.(O),s, we have respectively nCO'oeO), ncO'o(a) or ncO'.(O)'s

in terms of poa, goa aO, 'I}.'s
vVe hfive now

find~'s

with the common ffictor ncIl(O).

and nC(1o(O) =OCO'/O) = ••• ·==.nC(1.(O) according to Be-

the find Peierls' (2) ideathfit (10 and irs's are by no l):leans physically different.

po for ads orb ed

a according

' ,
to Eqs. (2b) and (Sa) as that

pO=

~

No

Expressing

and properly estimat-

ipg q~a;o and ~'s, we have 0 asa function of No eJiminating 'l}l .. ··' 'I}. from above 8+ 1
eqmttions,.
(2) Bethe;Proc. Roy. Boc. London, Al50 (1935), 552.
Peierls; Proc. Cmnbrid~e Phil. Soc. 32 (1936), 471.
-
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Application to Chemical Reaction

\

In this ~ppliclttion we are interested in the ltss,embly not ness(}cqrily; in completeequilibrinm.

We consider an assembly resulting from the intere:;!ted one by'leaving ,the latter with fixed
€xternal parameters for infinite time.

The canonimtl ensemble of the lAttoor ,v,ill partly hl1vC

compo~iti()n

oithe original assembly.' .The basic assnmption of the

the momentary chemimtl

present application, is now that the behavior of the interested ltssembbly is described by that
appropriate part of the ensemble.

Such assembly is c.'tlled in thEmmtl equilibrium.

defined in terms of that part of ,the ensemble.
action v and"; in

l's are

On this basis ther!tte of the elementary

re~

fo~ward and backw!ud direction itre derived as a cl!t~sical approximation

in the fm'm, (3) (4)

or aceording to the definition of po's;
-T

kT

.r*
psr,

+-

final

aF'

(171,) (17b)

pol"

Co0.1 or CoM'" consists of an assembly Co of
the initial (j ) or

p~*

kT
it

definitii chemical composition angumented with

complex, Coo* consists of .co and :m ltdditionltl set of elementary

reaction or the reaction complex

a with its

representative point constrained

face which separates the region of the configuration space of
initial complex of (j from that of'the final

Oil

a

snr-

ca corresponding to the state of

and trlwel'sed by_ the minimum nUlllber

of representative points in the sp,"ce.· '1'he

/C

is the fraction of the representati\'e p,.ints

con1plete the elementary reaction ill one di}ectionover those travel;sing the critical
surface in either direction.
complex:

'1'h0 lJlIt the pn.rticnlar configm·?<tionor 0* is called the critical

'1'he derivation is not based on the assnmption or equilibrium between iVand

dynamical independency of lJ, the elcistence or the s"ddle poin,t or the potential energy nOr
of its being determinant of the rate as" in the m,Se of transitioll staternothod. (5) (6)

'1'he

latter is included as the special case of presentmethoc1.
Several applications of the expressions are developed as below.
( i)
01'
it

Let one event of the over-all 'reaction involves r thos3 of the rate-rletermining 'step
-T +-

the ratio of the resultant rate v-;v of the rate-determining step to the
steady re[tctlOll be n.1.e.

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Horiuti; Bu]. Chern. Soc. Japan 15 (1938), 210.•
Hirota & Horiuti; Sc, Pap~ I.P.C.R. Tokio 94 (1£38), 1174.
Eyring; J. Chern. Phys. 3 (1935), 107.
EVlt-as & POlanyi; Tra;s. Faraday Soc. 31 (1935), 875.
-
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rnte

),J

of

-t

+-

nb=v-v

(18) ,

For" the reaction 2H+-+2H-+H2 n is 2 or 1 I1ccording as the first or the second step is
Tate-de~ermini.ng.

Since any eletnentary reaction .but the rate-determining step, is in equili-

brium and hence does not affect the partition Junction of the whole assemb:y, by its occuryonce 'according to :E1q. 3, we have
-+
and (18) b/b=

poR/p5 L = (pY'/p'iI)"

or according to Eqs. (4', (17)

'. where lJN or (jL is the reaction or resultant oftheover-al1re-+

v/n the number of lJT, passing over 'il1tolJR l1nidirectionally per unit tirne.
ftOtioh and
-+
'-+
'1'he b, band p.oR_p.oT. being meftsurablet iJ perMps by means of isotopes, n may be expel'i-:mentally determined. (7)

1'he pres'ent author proposes n, which might be called stoichiomet:-

rical number, as a more fundmnental criterion for the reaction mechanism than the order
,of reaction which latter gives sometimes, especially in the case oJ': heterogeneous re:tction,

only unsat,isi!tctory knowledge.
(iiJ' For a homogen.eons assembly Eq;l. (17a).is conveniently tr:tnsform€d as th[tt,
-+'
.
,
-+.v
kT .
i ( NdJ )v.z
(19)
v4=V-=f(,~Q&*II -Q~;l . ,
<or

lex == --,,--_V-,,l_ __

that

(20)

II' (Noi 1 -" v.z
t

Eq. (20) is of identical fOrtHwith,that of transition state method and even in 'contents provided, the oritical surface happens to pass ,through the saddle point perpendicular to the
"reaction path."
It follows that the equilibrium assumption of the transition state method is not necessary

:for th~ flmtl expression and hence all criticism against the method because 'of the asstimption
are invalidated.

,is

This 40es not or course mean that the equiIibl-ium relation is justified.

It

shown that the 'number of the reaction complex p!tl;lsing through themjtical surface from

,the initial to the final region remains the same whether the elementary reaction is ill equilibrium or .110t if ,,=1, but.. the number is mOre or iess redncedby passing from the element, fLry reaction in, eqUilibrium, to that proceeding irreversibly
-equilibrilnn relation
.

is

jf

IC

-< 1 (3) (4).

In this sense

justified, only in the formei' case.
-

.

.'

.

In general 1(:=1 when the representativ;e .point get ljltrai?ht forward through the

neighbol1r-'~,

hoocl of the critical s11rmce without changing the momentum 'normal to the surface'
<I'when the momentum changes sign very frequently there.
/ (7) IIoriuti & Ikusima: 'PJ,oo. Imp. Acad. Tokio 15(193); 39.
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wher€~:;;

The former type is called

by the present auther the efIhsion type and the latter' the difIhsion type, (3) (4) Arrhenius (s)

and recently Eyring, Evans. anC\. PO!!I.llyi seem to follow the former picture on one halld and
N ernst (9) and recently Rabinowitsh, hQ) Christiansen (11) and N orish (12) the latter on the other'

hand.

All eiisting aata al'uhowever fitted sufficiently by the form.€l'.

perimenta\

FOl'thcoming of ex-

is desired which" are exelusively fitted by the l!ltter thns leading us to the

correct synthesis of these
, antithesis;
(iii)

Basic assumption for the present ltpplicatioll and the thermodynamical terminology

developed in (In) to eVIl) in tel'm8 ot canonic!)'l ensEmmbleenables

tIS

the following' ther-

modynamiCltl presentation of the rate expression. 'Assuming the volume only ext€rnal parameter and defining the criticftl increment of a qU!lntity M

that,

jl.S

.d*.Mv=:.J.t[v~*- :L:.j;/ lJiv"/, .d*Jl1p =:M p o*- 2Jv/ ..

po/

(21)

11:

i

1.

i.e. as th'B jnprement of M due to bringing the reaction. complex from .the state of initial't(}
that of the critical complex keeping V

-+

P of the assembly constant, therl1te v is expres-

01'

sed.according to'th!lt Eqs. (1.7), (4) and (14) in the form,
-+

kT __t/'FV

v=IC~e

.liT

-

leT _

A.*UV-o.T*SV

=,IC~e

(22)

RT

The l'ate' constant lex is on. the other. hand. expressed as that
kT
=:IC-h- e
FOY ,l=Zlip ,l

wher!'l

S6 J',1

SOp, I

'

Rlog Q8+RT(

"

-RTlog Q~=PIJ-RTlog Nil

RI~gQ5+RT( al~;.Q5
=::

""X pl -T"*Spl

F V,l +TSIlV,l

aI~~Q8

t

=::

)v =::Svli+RTlog"NI!

RT

1

(23)
(24F)

(24:Sv) .
(24U y )

U yO

-,-RTa;"Spll+RTlog NI.I

Xllp,l=

wh ere

a:::::: (

alog
aT V ')

. the expanSIon
.
t
coe ffi'
Clen.

P 1S

A solution is oalled here

~deal

when

FIlY,t etc. rell1!1in constant at constant tempel'ature and pressl1reiridepel1dent of. variable'
concentrations.

The FOv,letc. are however defined here as the properties of any solution

. (8) Fowler; Trans. Faraday 'Soc., 34 (1938), '75,124.
Guggenheim & ·Weiss; Trans. Faraday Soc" 34 (1938), 57.
(9) Nernst; "Theoretische Chemie" Thermochemie IV. 4 Kapital.
(10) Rabinowitch; Trans. Faraday Soc. 34 (1983); lIS.
(11) Christiansen; Z. phy.sik. Chem. B 33 (1936), 145; J. Chem. Phy.s. 7 (1939), 653.
(12) Norish; Trans,' Faraday Soc.

34

(1988), 73.
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:rather than as those of an ideal solution of unit lJconcentra~ion.

In the case ot a perfect

.gasassembly Qo and in consequence

and

FOT,l, SOV,l, UOV,l, FOp,.l, SOp,l

XO p ,l

remains con-'

:stant at constant -temperature independent even of pressure.
The temperature variation of v and kx: are expressed according to Eqs. (21), (22),1 (23),

(24), t14) and (15) as that,

,

RTl(

RT< aIOg~) ~RT+L1*Uv,
\ .aT
v
RTl(

a~o~v ) ;

RT2(

al~g;x )V =RT+L1*Uv

al~g;x

t=

RT+L1*Xp

(25P)
(26 V)

RT+L1* X p -RTldL1*J)

= RT+.4*Up+ P L1*Vp-RTla,.c1*J)
-where

f

.(26P)

L1*J)=1-L]J)/ . or the critical increment of the number of systems in the 3:sselllbly.-

'We have fl:om Eqs. (26), (21), (14), (15) and (16), that,

RT2(

al~lx t-RT1( al~~kx )v=T ~ L1*Vp -RTJa#J)

'where 13=-(

a~J,V)T

is the compressibility.

(27)

Assuming T:;=300oK, L1*Vp =100cc, a=

10-3 deg- I, 13=10- 4 atm- 1 and J*J)= -:-1 (bimolecular) we have 7 kcal for the difference

RTlC

-" activation energy" at constant -pressure
in the case of

per~ect

al~'ifrk x

)

p arid that at constant volume.

gas assembly when

- ~T L1*J) the above difference exactly vanishes-.
(iv) On the basis of the above thermodynamical presentation the controversis among
Moelwyn~Hughes,(I3)

Eva.l1s and· Polanyi(14) and Guggenheim(15)(16) are commented as follows:

.Assuming that
"*.E+P"':'V-TA*/S
kT

Moelwyn-Hughes derives th!1t,
(13) Moelwyn-Hughes; Trans. Farady.Soc. 32 (1936), '1723•
. (14) Evans & Polanyi; Trans. Faraday Soc. 33 (1£37), 448.
. (15) Guggenheim; Trans. Faraday Soc. 33 (1937), 607.
(16)

Ouggenheim; Trans. Faraday Soc. 32 (llJ36); 1333.
-
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LI*E+P.L1*Vfl-T( eJIOgL1*V) -T( 810 g P.-) '}
t
aT
p
8T
yJ
. where LI*'P,
1<~V'U18

and L1*V aI'e, as he states, respective critical illcrements of F, U !tnd V ..

and Polanyi(14) states that the differentiation is e1'l'OUom and correctly performing it

tho third term in the pal'entiesis vanishes in agl'eemeJit with their expression givil1g the dependence of. the aCLivation energyE. 1 0n

hydrostl~tical

pressure.

·Exact cont<mt of lV1oe1 wyn-Hughes' L1*'P and otLer qu~ntities with pi:oper associated

COn-

ditions which fits his statement is deduced to be that,

L1*'P:=.=LI*Fy ,l, Lt*E:=.=L1*U p, L1*V:=.=L1*Vp , L1*S:=.=L1*Sp
This

·gi~es

case of E'1s. (26), that,

on differentiation of log k x, similarly llS

(28 V),
i.e. even the second term ill the pareJ;lthesis vaniShes.

_8 ( L1*UP,1 . TL1*Sp,I_)]
[ aT
.
RT

suIt if

P)

The latter term creeps into the 1'e-

is errononsly identified with

in analogy

U
"Rl'J'
Guggenheim ardves correctly at the special form. of Eq. (28 P) vitIic1 when L1*v= -1 (15),.
without explicitly regard hi thedistinctioll between constant vollim:e ;l.l1d prcssntQ,
~

that kx o:ught to be differentiated at constant pressure

~tnd

Hisclaim

his objection against Entns and

Polanyi's reRson way they .do so are however witl10ut grolUld.
"Ve may if preferred differentiate log k< fl~ const!'tnt volume as .exactly as at constnnt
pressure al'l'iving at even simple 1~ 101'mnht (28 'V).
(v)

Eq. (17 Ib) may be transformed into a suit:tble form for discussing the heterogQneous:

elementary reaction as th!1.t,

-+
-;
kT
q~~.
k1'· q~~~. poilt
Vl=~=lC--x-Zcpi;r@"*(o) ==:lC----,-,;-ZI g~::~ -plri 8 a*({jflf)
where A is the area of tbe boundary surface,
which holds J* per unit arelb and
poison,

i5,~f

.
the tate per unit ftrea, ZI number of d*"

the system which .. occupies iJ* or the

J1 = ~lJ/ 0/

..

i

.

and Jilt =~J,lmM(j", M

6>,,*(0)=1

catalytic"

or the bonnchtry surface

is the system in a perfect gas or hl an idoal solution,
,

6>a*(/j.iJl) = 1
.
"and
are systems in a parfect gns or in an ideal solution the. l'ate

the rate .is proportional to 11 (No/ )"/
iiI

VI

It is dedueed £r01n the exPression that (a) if

is nearly clear and

both

-+

(28)

'Rccorcling to Eq. (3b) , (b) if ..

m

is proportionaI.to lI(NlJf).rlll(NO.t;;.),::

(c) if in the latter case li 1 s(;M the rate is-

. -100

o/'s amd(),,,M'S

'independent of the concentrlttions and (d) if

similar case, (b) holds true with the.remaining pnr,t of them.
rectly arrived at hy I,ltidler,

Glas~tone

I~yrlng(l7)

and

piutl,\lly it1en.ticltl in. the

Itra

'.rhese conclusions Me cor-

\lxtending thiertheciry to the hetro-

g~1.eous reaction treltting the matter analogously to a homogeneous ,elemel'ltary reaction' between .cites and system.
The tempemtnre variation of' the heterogeneous' rate is dOl'ived frornEq. (28) r s

( v)
tlUtt,

-+

al~~/'l.

RTl

RT+ J*U,,*+ L/e, ,,* (O)U = RT+ L/*U,,*_L/MU,,*+ 4;j,,,*(oM) U

'Ll*Urs*=RTl al~~q;~ _R7!~JlJ]g,161, LlMU,,*=BTJ ali;~: ~RJ:"1-

where

L/

. U - RTl

9,0*(0)

-.

alogaT.'
(9,,*(0)
L/

.

N

9,,,*(<»

U _ RTl
-',

alol1

6M

alog aT
(9,,*(I;M)

L/*Ua* 'or dMU a* is accordiVg .to (V) the increment of U due to withdrawing :£h'st IJZ Or
(3111

from the assembly and then bringing it into a* to form B* or

L/e,<1*Co*) U the increment dUEl to evacuating

..

vamshes so thl1,tRT

-+
a:og1'
aT

1

01'

(j!i there

filliug up t1*~ with 0*.

L/a,,,*(o)U Ol'

a,nd

It is deduced from

'.
eqt'ials L/*U,,*Ol' L/*Ua*_L/MU,,* respectivly aside from the

minor termRTan_d that (b) provided that both

L/*U~*:md

L/MU,,* arenearly constant, the

is realized only when L/MUo*<O and at the lower extremity of temp3r-r
.'.
'
atUl'f! where log v. incre:'tses liniearly with liT with the inclination d*U,,*- 21 Jl1U a*'; the

case

(9o*CIJM)' .1

.

-+

,

inclination gradually decreases as temperature rises until log v increases liniarly again with
the inclination L1*U,,* at the highel;extremity of tClnpel'ature whtJl'e (9,,*(0);: 1.
/-+

Admitting that

Tcx =---''7-_v~__ as defined 101' the hetel'Ogeneol1s ele)ll ntary reaction
i
I
I
H(N6.)'~

to

is proportional

~, (a) is identical with the conclusiol1 arrived at hyHinshelwood(lS} apart

from the adsorbed state of 01 assume<;l, by him,· which
"

(vi)

even be fictitious.

.

The rate expression allowed foi' thc mutual interaction betweenltdsorbed systems -is
<

"

'

,

"

exemplified with the catalytic aton~ization of hydrogell on a metallic catalyst assumtng th:1t,
each met(ll atom allayed

011

a plane

square pattern affords a cite for an adsorbed hydr'gfn

atom HCa) whereas each' adjallont pair of the cites forms a a* and thJl incernction is sign':fi(1'7) Laidler, Glasstone& Eyring; J. Chem.'Phys; 8 (1940), 659, 66'7.
(18) HiushelWood;" Kinetics of Chemical Change in Gaseous System" Oxford, (1933), 354 ..
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ca,n!i only between directly
qg~ea*({)

n~ibouring. atoms.

inEq. (28) is exprcS3ed Mcording to Eq. (1) as that,
~

o.O~~(a*)

-00 '

(29)

-~

0

The Itbove fracti,on is developed with reference tQ a group

Or

cites, ~,consisting of two cites

for a partim,llar 0* and of six directlY'neighbol1ring ones which bfJing munbered as shown in
the fignre. Denoting the partition fUnction of the assembly with

~

clear by

0.0:1:(0)

we have

simiInrly RSIn tho CRseO! (5) that,

-6
-.7

-I

·5

·8

·2
.3

·4

(30)

the Boltzmann facter of

,,;here 01 is 0 or 1 according as the cite is vacant Or occupied,

the additional'ivork for RCa) due to 0* 'situated in the 0* and ~ tluit due to an adjacent

.

RCa). Putting in the a.bove expression of 0,00 , alternatively 0,=0. {ls=O or 84 =0 we have'
.

'

~

:

respectively 00"1(0), OCas(O) or 0,0(".(0),' which are to be equa.ted with each other as in the
/

case of (5), i.e.

(82)
on the other hand we have.
(33)

1-fJ
Estim<tting 9~~o, 9::;'0

and ~ properly and eliminating pH, '1)3' '1)4. OO~~CIi*), o.Co and

q~,;,8,,*{o) from Eqs. (28) to (33), we. obtain an expression for
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-t
1)

as a. function of 0 and

